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Presentation outline

1. Context: The historical, legislative and
jurisprudential landscape Caplan v. Atas arose in

2. The case: Procedural history, facts, analysis,
precedent

3. Comments: Analysis and implications
 
4. Discussion



Defamation “protects a person’s reputation from
unjustified assault. The law of defamation does not forbid
people from expressing themselves. It merely provides
that if a person defames another, that person may be
required to pay damages to the other for the harm
caused to the other’s reputation. However, if the defences
available to a publisher are too narrowly defined, the
result may be “libel chill”, undermining freedom of
expression and of the press.”

                           –Grant v Tortstar Corporation, 2009 SCC 61 at para 2 



Modern iterations of defamation
law: Created for professional
media corporations and print
media

Defamation law is about
balancing freedom of expression
and the right to reputation

Rise of the internet as a tool to
defame and harass: 2020 report
by the LCO addressed this trend

The common law history of
defamation 

1,000 years ago: Defamation,
libel, and “foul words”
punishable by fines of several
shillings or bodily injury



The Internet: The new frontier of harassment



TORT___________Caplan v. Atas:
A tort is born



Facts
Nadire Atas made defamatory statements about
as many as 150 victims over several decades
(From the 1990s to the present) that amounted
to a “vile campaign of cyberstalking” 

Atas utilized Reddit, Pinterest, Facebook,
Lawyerratingz, Blogspot, and other platforms to
harass her victims

Atas was engaged in a revenge mission. According
to Corbett J., her “lack of empathy is sociopathic”



“Vicious Falsehoods”

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________

_______________

____________________________

Source: Dave Dale, “Travis Alkins among 150 Internet harassment victims in ground-breaking court case,” March
2021, Toronto Star, available online at: <www.thestar.com/news/canada/travis-alkins-among-150-internet-
harassment-victims-in-ground-breaking-court-case/article_09024813-231c-5c7e-b100-5bcc553dbf53.html >



Procedural History 
Atas was a vexatious litigant
(received fee waivers)
Undetterrable (interlocutory
injunctions, 74 days in jail, contempt
of court)
Impecunious (bankrupt) 
Self-represented
This case: 3 motions for summary
judgement, 1 for default all
pertaining to Atas’ harassment and
defamation of others



Justice Corbett’s perspective

“…the law needs better tools, greater inter-
jurisdictional cooperation, and greater
regulation of the electronic “marketplace”
of “ideas” in a world with near universal
access to the means of mass
communication.” (para 6)



Evolving jurisprudence

Case law in Manitoba and
the US (tort of harassment in
internet communications)

Justice Corbett’s analysis

Academic research

 Social science research which
confirmed that online
harassment is rapidly growing
in prevalence and has a  
negative impact on its victims

Gap in Ontario
legislation

Other provinces (NS, MAN)
and other CML jurisdictions
(NZ, UK) had legislation to
combat online harassment



Test for online harassment
“Where the defendant maliciously or recklessly
engages in communications conduct so
outrageous in character, duration, and extreme
in degree, so as to go beyond all possible
bounds of decency and tolerance, with the
intent to cause fear, anxiety, emotional upset or
to impugn the dignity of the plaintiff, and the
plaintiff suffers such harm.” (para 171)



The inadequacy of other torts

Corbett J. argued that other avenues of finding
Atas delictually liable, such as through the use of
the tort of defamation, the tort of intentional
infliction of mental suffering, or the tort of
intrusion on seclusion, were inadequate given the
nature of Atas’ conduct and  the nature of online
harassment.



Practical remedies

“Damages and apologies would be
ineffective in this case”

Corbett J. ordered an apology, for Atas to
remove the statements, a permanent
injunction on her posting about her victims
on the internet, and a transfer of title of the
posts to an independent supervising
solicitor or expert if Atas does not comply



For furthur
learning....



Considered in a family law
case to award damages, ES v
Shillington, 2021 ABQB 739,
but not used. Considered

when defining harassment
in Alberta Health Services v
Johnston, 2023 ABKB 209.

Alberta courts
“in light of modern realities,
there may be good reason
to recognize and provide
redress relating to
harassment online”
–M.S. v. T.V., 2022 MBKB
211 , paras 45-47

Manitoba courts

Caplan v. Atas’ finding that “Internet
defamation and harassment has been
recognized as pervasive and a
scourge on our daily lives” was a
consideration in a penalty
determination for contempt of court
in APEGA v Drover, 2021 BCSC 1643/
Was not used in Skutnik v British
Columbia (Attorney General), 2021
BCSC 2408

British Columbia courts

Since 2021

“in Fraser v. Crossman, 2022
NSSC 8, the test for
cyberbullying actions was
established.

Nova Scotia courts



Commentary



Anonymity: The bathroom
wall of the internet

1.



Anonymity: The bathroom
wall of the internet (cont’d)

1.

In Caplan v. Atas, the balance of probability
standard used

“Opting to use pseudonyms reveals an
intention to remain anonymous but does not
create a reasonable expectation in that
result.” –Warman v. Wilkins-Fournier (2010),
261 O.A.C. 245 (DC) at para 23.



2. Third party liability: 
“Gatekeeping” online harassment?

The LCO recommended quite a significant role
for social media platforms in Ontario’s online
defamation legal process. What role do social
media platforms and websites have to play in
the proliferation of online harassment?

Other jurisdictions:
American senate committee submissions
Canöe inc c. Corriveau, 2012 QCCA 109



The Law Commission of Ontario’s
recommendations (2020)



3. Sexual harassment

 In “Common Law Actions for Sexual Harassment: The
Jurisdiction Question Revisited,” published in the
Queen’s University Law Journal, Gillian Demeyere
argues that courts should  recognize a new tort of
sexual harassment on the basis that the harm caused
is more than just a form of sex-based discrimination



4. Transystemic considerations: Contrasting
the common law and civil law approaches

Article 1457, Civil Code of
Quebec

Quebec Charter

Prud'homme v. Prud'homme,
2002 SCC 85



Discussion questions
1. Do you think existing torts could have adequately addressed this case, or do you
agree with Corbett J.’s assessment of the special character of internet harassment,
warranting a new tort? What are your thoughts on this approach in contrast to
Quebec’s? 

2. What do you make of separating the legal classifications or internet harassment,
cyberbullying, and sexual harassment? How might the common law develop in this
respect? How should it?

3. How do you think third-party liability may be impacted by the remedies in this
case, namely the transfer of title of posts? Do you agree with the LCO’s approach?

4. How might the tort of online harassment be applied to corporate reputations? 
Is this desirable?
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